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COALMI HI NG 
CAPE BRETON'S CHIEF INDUSTRY 

Any attempt to give a picture of Coal 
Mining in Cape Breton, within the space 

" alloted is very difficult at the best you can 
only work with generalities which never 
amount to much:. It might be enough to 
say that it is the hub of life, in this is
land. The economic, political, social and 
religious existence, is colored and determi
ned by the "ups" and "downs" of this 
industry. The industry has grown from a 
series of small mines - in some cases 
owned and operated by families, in others 
by small corporate bodies - to its pre
sent status with the amalgamation brought 
about by the Nova Scotia Coal Company, 
when the larger seams in alround Glace 
Bay were cornered by this Company; and 
to the final step in the pyramiding effect, 
when the steel plant in Sydney was joined 
with the Coal Company and the Dominion 
Steel and Coal Company emerged. 

In the initial phases, the only capital 
interested, as -usual, was English. In the 
same breath, the pioneers in methods of 
coal mining in this island were English 
and Scotsman imported for that purpose. 
The Colliery towns were all built on the 
English pattern. A shaft having been sunk 
the town was built around it. The English 
brought with them their "garnish system". 
The ,Company brought in labor, and provi
ded houses of a low but substantial quality. 
In any mining town, every house on- a 
street is constructed in same fashion. The 
writer recalls, in the hey-day of this 
system - when a man who spoke union 
was regarded as a pervert - the bompany 
employed a unique system of painting their 
houses. A huge pump and great tanks of 
paint were carried on. a team of horses. 
They would start at the top of a street, 
place shutters over all windows, lock the 
doors, and with two men pumping madly, 

• whilst two .others played the hose on the 
house, streams of paint would in about a 
half hour cover the house. Grey paint 
seemed to be the preferred color for in 
these towns today, grey painted houses' 
are the rule. All maintenance of these 
"Company Houses" was in hands of Com
pany and the rents exacted were very low. 

The Company also provided grocery and 
clothing stores. Here the Miner could get 
anything he wished, and every week his 
pay was docked to the amount of his 
purchases, rent, coal, food, medical servi
ces, sickness benefits. All these were 
handled by this infamous garnish system. 
It wasn't until Glace Bay began to develop 
that these stores were pushed in the back 
ground. The summer strike of 1925 in 
which the Miners with magnificent indif
ference to the legalities involved and with 
open derision for the mining militia (Cal
led in to maintain order) put an end to 
these "pluck-me" stores. The hungry mi
ners simply walked in and took whatever 
was necessary for living. Unionism here 
was met with the usual distaste by em
ployers. The old P.W.A. flourishing around 
1909, was the first effective check against 
overbearing "Absentee· Ownership". In re
lating the _ history of unionism in Cape 
Breton, one name will always stand out -
that one is J. B. MacLachlan at times 
reviled, at other periods almost deified 
the career of .this old country Scotsman 
mirrors minutely the struggle for union 
recognition in this, area. It was this man 
who, ably and eloquently, fought for the 
incorporation of this local union, into the 
U.M.W. of A. It was during the years of 
the fight for 'Union Recognition' that so many 
Central Europeans came in. The employers 
would send a man to Europe, and he would 
go about these countries encouraging men 
to leave for Can.ada. Passage would be 
paid, and these immigrant miners would 
arrive in Cape Breton sporting a dog-tag 
around their neck, saying "Property of 
Dominion Coal Coy". These were the men 
who were to break the strikes, and defeat 
any "closed shop" policy attempted by the 
union. However the Miners were equal to 
these recurring situations, and soon these 
Russians, Poles and Czechs were as voci
ferously union as the others. 

In the mines, new and improved methods 
of production were stepping up the yield 
of this soft coal. . The majority of the 
mines were shafts, but a few were slopes. 
A sbaft being a ' hole sunk straight down, 
and a "cage" or elevator used for raising 
and lowering men and coal. The slope is 
different, as the name implies it is a slope, 
and miners enter it by walking. A typical 

. Continued page 3 
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EDITORIAL 
The space I am alloted this week I should 

like to use, on behalf of the batallion, to say 
"au revoir" to Father MacDonald who was 
Padre of this Unit through every engage
ment in which it took part and one of the 
finest friends the boys ever had. He came 
overseas with a hospital unit in November 
1941, joined the "Bay Boys" in October 43 
and proceeded to Italy with, the Unit. A 
couple of ~onths ago fate stepped in and 
Father MacDonald was involved in a motor 
accident which necessitated his hospitali
zation and subsequent return to Canada. 
His loss to the batallion is one that. cannot 
be repaired. A sturdy Scotsman and a 
stout Cape Bretoner, any action always 
found "Father Mac" quickly on the !objec
tive, cheering the men up and saying 
prayers over the fallen. It gave everyone 
confidence and set their minds at ease. 

, After VE Day he was a guiding influence 
on all ranks and his pleasant personality 
an inspiration. When the history of the 
Cape Breton Highlanders is written, Father 
MacDonald will be one of its greatest 
unsung heroes. 

G. B. L. ' 

D. C. M. 
CItatIon In the case of Sgt Michael 
Bernard MacDonald. 'for gallantry 
In the battle for DelfzlJl. 

Sgt. Michael Bernard MacDonald, F.54680, 
D.C.M., before entlisting was employed as 
a 'labourer in lona, N.S., where he was born 
Aug. 27, 1920. Enlisting Sept. 2, 1939, 
he was promoted to the rank. of L,lSgt., be
tore proceeding overseas in November, 
1941. Overseas he served with the Cape 

"The strong-point was sited on the top 
of a dyke 30 feet high and its guns com
manded all approaches across the flat open 
ground. The strong-point consisted of four 
105 mm. guns, two 20 mm. guns, many 
maChine-guns and 3QO infantry. Some of 
the enemy infantry were firing from con
crete pill-boxes at the foot of the dyke. 

"Sgt. MacDonald's platoon, at dawn, had 
fought its way into the centre of the enemy 
position, and had cleared and occupied a 
trench within 50 yards of the 105 mm. gun 
positions. The enemy were then firing at 
the platoon from all sides, with every 
weapoQ, that could be brought to bear on 
the trench. 

DasheCi forward 
"Sgt., MacDonald, with five of his com

rades, disregarding the intense enemy fire 
dashed forward a further 25 yards and oc
cupied another enemy trench: liere they 
were subjected to the direct fire of a 
bazooka and two maChine-guns fifty yards 
away. Enemy entrenched on the top <if the 
dyke threw grenades down into the trench. 
Two of Sgt. MacDonalq's comrades in the 
trench were killed and ' a third mortally 
wounded. In the confusion of the explo· 
ding grenades and bazooka bombs, two of 
the enemy crept up unnoticed and reaching 
the edge of the trench demanded surrender. 
Sgt. MacDonald and his two remaining 
comrades, with their ammunition exhausted 
and covered by the enemy's weapons ap
peared to have no alternative but to sur
render. As they climbed out of the trench 
Sgt. MacDonald said to his comrades. 
"While the rest of the company is still 
fighting, we won't give up, make a break 
for it", upon which Sgt. MacDonald knocked 
down the nearest enemy with his fist 
seized his rifle and put the second German 
to flight. As a result of this act the enemy 
in the pill-boxes again opened fire and 
Sgt. MacDonald fell, seriously wounded 
in both legs. With great fortitude he craw
led back to · the trench in which his two 
comrades had already taken up positions 
and remained with them for more than 
seven hours. 

"Sgt. MacDonald's daring attack, un
armed, on his armed captor allowed his' 
comrades to reach safety. His supreme 
courage and cheerfullness during the long 
hours when he lay wounded, in the trench • 
encouraged ' his comrades to hold their , 
untenable position until they were ' relieved 
seven hours later". 
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COAL MINING cont. from page 1 

shaft Mine is one called I-B on outskirts 
of Glace Bay. This mine is the most modern 
coal-mine in North America. It was this 

, mine that attracted so many tourists be
cause of its famous underground garden. 
At the "Bottom" the old caretaker had, a 
small garden, sunlight was provided art i- ' 
ficially by a sysUlm of ' huge electric 
lamps. This garden was well ' on the way 
to making this pit famous" but the de'''' 
pressions years and the advent of the 
detested efficiency expert killed this tiny 
garden - unnecessary waste of power. 

No one will ,contest the Miner's claim to 
living dangerosly, and his argument that 
a Saturday Night spree is justified. A 
miner : e very little sunlight. The better 

,part of every day is . spent in seve'ral in-
stances miles underground, and every mo-

, ment the ever present fear of gas, of a fall 
of stone or coal keeps him keyed-up. As a 
defence against this, a devilmay-care at
titude is adopted. This carries him along 
daily, laughing; sweating and knocking the 
world. Still, there is one time when the 
full weight of his precarious existence hits 
him. That is when his lamp goes out. I 
have experienced this, and if you are alone 
making your way up some old travelling
road, you at first, panic-stricken, attempt 
to get out to where these is light. This is 
useless, bec,ause you can see nothing, and 
every ,sound holds the threat of a horrible 
death. When you calm down, you stop, and 
wait , and hope for the friendly glimmer of 
light from a lamp, then you realize just 
how ·futile how void of promise this method 
of earning a living is; Every miner regards 
the mine as a / necessary evil, you need 
only stand at the mouth of the pit and see 
the men coming up, day's work finished, 
to realize what it means to these people to 
get out of the mine. They are laughing, 
happy as kids- and although having worked 
hard, still find energy to make the most 
out of the few hours , of sunlight remaining. 
Humor is the mihers great asset. A flavor
ful humor, fashioned by the industry. I 
recall one day, aile of the men was pinned 
under a fall of coal. He was dug out and 
another man sent back about five hundred 
yards for a stretcher. The man going back 
was stout, and he had to climb a "deep" 
for a distance of some hundred yards, the 
slope being close to thirty degrees. Puf- , 
fing, blowing, sweating and cursing, he 
finally got the, stretcher. Coming back, one 
of the men on the road yelled "Say, Hugh 
is he hurt bad?" Hugh answered gasping: 
"1 don't know, - But he damned well 
better be". 

The Mines in Reserve Area were noted 
for their very low seams, some as low as 
four. feet. Here, the men had to wear knee
pads, because they ' worked on their 
knees. As one miner explained to me: 
"Boy that place is so lo",{, you can only 
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eat pan-cakes and carry your tea in a hot 
water bottle". ' 

The old days when a man' could proudly 
call himself a "Cutter, Shooter and Loader", 
are no more. In those ' times, eVery miner 
cut his coal, shot it, and loaded it. Nowa
days the ;'Long Wall System does a way 
with that. The English introduced this to 
Cape Breton, It is a step towards increased 
production, and elimination of m~y man 
filled jobs: Here, one man operating the 

, machine cuts about one hundred yards, 
formerly some twenty-eight men would do 
this. Then , the Shot-Firer arrives and 
shoots out the coal. The men simply have 
to load this coal on a conveyor belt, which 
carries it out to the loader. The process 
is- continuous and production has increa
sed greatly. A "Loader" or a man who 
swings a pan shovel for six hours a day
does not keep this up very long. For a few 
,years, he will, and will make very good 
money. The strain is too much, and soon, 
he must quit. 

Coal~Mines have broken more young men 
than any other industry. The {"Piece-Work" 
system is a myth-no amount tof money can 
compensate for a broken body. 

Coal Miners are notorious for their cal
lous .disregard for conventions. They feel 
no compulsion, in fact will never counte
nance it at aU. Enthusiastic sportsmen, 
mines will go idle if their team is playing 
a crucial game, and no one thin,ks aything 
of it. During the '30's, the miners suffered 
greatly. The hat system of bill-paying 
came in at this time. It is said that one 
well-known family were being plagued by 
bill collectors, and the head of the house 
was not earning enough to handle aU the 
bills. This family hit on the idea of putting 
all bills in a hat, and picking one out for 
payment It was a raffle. The milkman had 
been supplying this family with milk for 
along time, but was receiving no money 
for it. So, he went to a lawyer and had a 
letter sent to this family demanding pay
ment or he would take legal action. This 
incensed the family and quite put out 
about it all decided to answer in kind. So 
sitting, they prepared this cla!'lsic and sent 
it to the astonished milkman. It ran like 
this : Dear Sir: Have received your very 
discourteous letter. If we receive anymore 
of these, your name will not. even go in 
to the hat". ' 

It is this type of man, hard-working, 
hard-drinking, loving a good fight who has 
carried the name Glace Bay allover the 
world. When war broke out, miners 
floc~ed to get in on the fight. It became 
so bad, ·that the government had to 
"freeze" them, otherwise the mines could 

. not work. Those who got out before the 
"freeze order" carried into battle that same 
care-free attitude that ' supports them in 
,their daily struggle against a perpetual 
night. ' 
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"LITTLE JOES" BCOY 
This week this company and Charlie 

company went on a tour of Germany. All 
attending this tour say a very good time 
was had by all. But of course there is an 
exception to the fact. 

Meagher .claims to have met up with a 
moaning minnie. He is really a sight for 
sore eyes or rather he has the sight of a 
sore eye. Tlwse stairs are hard are they 
not. 

Miller J. H. claims the boys weren't 
fair to him at all. Leaving him with half 
a mess tin. Not very much to carry on the 
return trip. • 

The best two boys on the trip were two 
certain Cpls. or so they claim. They waited 
until dark and then went to town. -But we 
have our doubts of their goodness. 

·While the Coy was away the rear party 
had quite a good time of it. Eating with 
the Hayshakers. And this is how we ate, 
plenty of vegs, fresh fish, cake that 
wouldnt bounce off the table, french fries, 
raisin pie and other things unseen in this 
Coy. how about it, if other coys can do it 
so can we .. 

If anyone is interested in learning how 
to become a very good letter writer see 
Le Blanc the orderly room clerk. This fel
low returned from leave at five in the 
evening and at eleven at night he had 
written an eleven page letter. He claims 
this a short letter, wouldnt want to see 
cine of his long ones or even to read one 
of them. ' I 

Also returning from leave was Ie Blanc 
J . J. and Nickerson R. P . Just in time for 
B 0 R guard. Hard luck Fellows. LICpl. 
Porter was permanent guard commander 
during the absence of the coy and he did 
O.K. But it is all in the line of duty. 

While the Coy was away L,lCpl. Corniier 
went to gay Paris. We trust he Will have 
some fun and a very good time of it. 

A strange sight on Monday night, An
drews, Symes and Hupman on company 
guard. Guarding the telephone and Le 
Blanc. 

, , 

Congrats to L,lCpl. Currans who did an 
excellent job of COS during the absence 
of Cpl. Wile. Currans has been rewarded 
with aUK leave. And now that Cpl. Wile 
is back things are beginning · to happen. 
Right -in the groove after his tour. 

And now that eve.rything is back in oJ,"der 
~ we say farewell for another week. 
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NEWS 
from the Hayshakers 

By the "Shadow". 

It has been rumoured around our com
pany lines, that Normie MacIntyre will 
be leaving us. Reason, he expects to go on 
repat soon, to enable him to return home 
before the Metropolitan Opera House in 
New York opens its winter season. To 
those who haven't heard, let me say that 
his rendition of "Oh Solo Mio" is something 
for music lovers throughout the world to 
hear. 

C~ngratulations to our short, lovable, 
eversmiling cook who since he joined us 
has pleased every .guy with his excel-
lent cooking. "The Boys". 

We of the Hayshakers regret to hear 
that Cpl. Omar Boudreau will be hospita
lized for some time yet. All of us will miss 
his ready wit around the area. So come on 
and get better ·pal, we hope to see you 
soon. "The Gang". 

Cupid has shot his arrow once .again, this 
time at Joe Campbell's heart. Gee whiz, 
it m1,lst be great to have the feeling of one 
in love. 

Our great D. R ., "Robby" MacDonald is 
still giving Dutchmen cigs to dive into the 
canal and attempt to recover his gold 
tooth, lost after a night at Mickey Welsh's. 
We also heard that he is looking for a mine 
detector to help him in his quest. 

Overheard at the Bakery: 
Steve - "Please give me one kiss dear". 
The loved one - "My lips are chapped 

Steeevie". 
-Steve - "Well one more chap won't hurt 

them my love". . 
Latest member of the Company to take 

a trip to the altar is Pete MacGregor. ,Best 
of luck old boy, and I hope you don't stop 
at the first one. 

We wonder why L,lCpI. Maidment has 
been singing "Be Honest With Me" lately. 
Could the little one across the dike put 'any 
light on the subject. 

"Three Pals". 

Bill Grant says: "We all sprang from 
animals, experts say the ~onkey, I guess 
Porky didn't spring for enough". 

Our dear Major's Jeep driver to the 0 C; 
"You must call me Clark sir, the boys all 
call me Gable". - You had it Chum. 

( ' 
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BOATES lERRIERS 
A certain Photo which I have had the 

pleasure of seeip.g reminded me of the 01(1 
film. "The Beauty and the Beast". The 
lovely heroine being one of Bolsward's mooi. 
meisjes and the latter being one of our 
coy. personnel. They sure look sweet as 
they stand there with him clutching her 
hand. Would ,you know anything about that 
Murphy? ' 

Do you remember the times when a 
certain C.O.S. used to walk up to you and 
say: "You are on guard tonight!" Well. 
just the other evening as I was starting 
out on my regular inspectional tour of 
Bolsward, I saw this ex-C. O. S. standing 
properly at 'ease in front of our Cdy. 
Office. Does he like that ...... ? well ......... 
"How's she going right now". 

We are very happy and honoured to have 
LJCpl. (W.N.S.R.) back in our fold after 
his rest in the U.K. I wonder if it was 
really as restful as he says it was. "Say, 
have you seen the Padre lately Boy?" To 
accoinpany the restful L/Cpl. were his 
esteemed comrades (one NNSH, other 
North Shore Regt.) who have shared his 
hardships and disappointments in battling 
their way through heavy resistance in 
Leeuwarden. Latest news states they are 
making progress. 
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THE MESS. One 'Of the Chefs of our 
Dining Corps complained, of being misin
formed of the recreation on certain nights 
of the week by the paper. It seems that 
he was taking his lady friend to a show, 
being prepared to hold hands in the dark. 
On arriving at the "Y" he found a dance 
in full swing. Tell me comrades and friends 
(if I have any) how would feel under the 
same circumstances ? 

These blonds sure make some of tile 
fellows do things that they would not 
normaly do. Take our ,level headed friend 
"H. C." He is now inquiring if anyone has 
a set of gold rings for sale. Isn't there any 
in Groningen "Hughie" ? 

"Champ" Williams has retired undefeated 
from the ring of beer glasses. However he 
is rapidly being replaced by another of' the 
same profession namely LJCPI. Saunders, 
who has given up swimming because of the 
shortage of leather for boots. 

The people of Nieu~arkstraat were 
arroused from their homes by the cry of 
a man who wanted to retire in the wide 
open spaces under the bowing branches of 
the age old trees. The men helping him 
were badly in need of help themselves, but 
nevertheless, they did get him started 
towards "HOME". He was last seen being 
held up by two girls. 

My 'old Cape Breton 'home 

SCENE OF GRANDEUR 
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In a hard fought soccer game which was 
played last week between the Perth and a 
team representing the C B H, the former 
were victors by a score of 5 to O. Despite the 
fact that no less than three members of 
our team had played their first game of 
soccer a week previOUS, they put on a swell 
show and deserved to be congratulated. 

Hockey has finally got under way., Last 
Thursday eighteen staunch puck-chasers 
journeyed to Amsterdam for the' initial 
practice of the sea'SOn. During the hour or 
so spent on the ice no player appeared to 
be any way near the peak of his form. Of 
the whole team there wasn't one who had 
played a game of hockey within the last ' 
two or· three years. So . in a game such as 
hockey where speed is essential, it must be 
remembered that this can 'only be obtained 
by ceaseless practice. I am confident · in 
saying that from ~hat I saw we will have 
a team that will!>urely come up with a 
fair amount of victories during the coming 
season. 

BULL FRO'M H Q 
News is getting scarce; and the reason 

is all the old familiar gang is getting 
scarce. Nevertheless we are always glad 
to welcome you newcomers who are brought 
in to take their places and carry the torch. 

The Coy lost one of its old reliables last 
week in the person of Sgt. John Kennedy. 
He holds perhaps the longest continuous -
service record of any sergeant in the regi
mentj. He rightly deserved the tribute paid 

• to him by the pipe band when they piped 
him out in the early -hours of the morning. 

A transport Cpl. to our sgt.-mjr. · "Please, 
sir, I'm a cpl. can't I sleep here and have 
a little privacy". 

Why don't you try dancing Patty? 
Everyone thinks you wCluld make the nicest 
dancer if you would learn to bounce on 
both legs like you bounce on that one. 

. Our blonde pioneer (no ref. to attached 
personnel) to ' the Coy C.O. "Its so con-

HBAY-NEWS" 

HISTORICAL NOTES ON 
CANADA'S NATIONAL SPORTS. 

/" 

The word "Hockey" is derived from the 
French word "Hoquet". The first game of 
hockey was played in Canada by the 
Royal Canadian Rifles stationed in Halifax 
and Kingston in 1855. The game was intro
duced into the U.S.A. in the early ,nineties 
and records show that MacGill and Queens 
Universities played in New York in 1897 
and believe it or not they played on arti-
ficial ice. . , 

The first hockey sticks, used in Canadian 
games, were imported from England . and 
cost 4 shillings each. They were qUite dif
ferent from the present day sticks, being 
shorter and more like the type of stick used 
in old indoor polo games. Goal nets were 
introduced in the winter of 1899 by the 
late Francis Nelson. The O.H.A. adopted 
goal nets at their annual meeting Decem
ber 1, 1900. 

Hockey equipment and playing rules 
have steadily improved through the pas- ' . 
sing years and today the game is rightfully 
billed in many ice palaces all over the 
world, as the fastest game on earth. 

That's all for this week gang 

fusing, Sir, for me to be acting pioneer 
sgt. without any rank; do you get what 
I'm hitting at Sir?" 

A girl ' in Leeuwarden overheard on the 
street corner. "If Red Hill goes home on 
repat I'm going to jump into the first 
canal I come too". 

. Other girl: "Me too; life won't be 
worth while, will it ?" 

Said the transport officer to the trans
port sergeant: "Tally Ho ! off to the Prin
cenhof". Then turning to the batman said. 
"Bring me my breakfast, I see the Coy 
has finished their dinner". 

Just a simple two-dollar question. Can 
anyone guess who R.V.N. is driving for by 
the way he is dressed the paSt few days? 

Saw a good one a few nights ago. It 
seems that our very efficient transport 
Cpl. had to be carried to his billets by ' two 
local yokels. When the latter were asked 
what was wrong they replied. "We're 
stretcher bearers" . Surely there isn't anyone 
who overindulges in our Coy. 
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B~ASS HAT SECTION 
During the past few weeks we have 

been happy to have three esteemed gentle
men with us (S.P.O.'s). ' In the last issue 
they were advised not to be led astray · in 
the mess but it happens that the warning 
has gone unheeded. At present, two of 

< them are spending the weekend in Am
sterdam, which is rough treatment even 
for a hardy C.B. Highlander. Incidentally, 
one . of these individuals claims to be an 
expert on World Affairs! Could it be, 
MacAdam ?? , 

Anyone who has never had the · privilege 
of seeing the soul of an artist wrapped up 
in battle dress just take a glance at our 
one and, only Capt. "Larry" Fox! 

The news we have all been waiting and 
hoping for during the past few months has , 
finally come through. "Col. Somerville has 
been awarded the D.S.O." Congratulations 
sir, for a hard earned and well deserved 
decoration ! 

Major Don Chisholm left this week for 
Army HQ in Apeldporn. What's the Amalfi 
Clqb going to do now Don? ' 

"Far away the fields are greener", or at 
least it would seem that way when a couple 
of · OUT membe,rs dash madly all the way 
to Groningen for entertainment on thes.e 
cold evenings. . 

Again we must say good-bye to ,our 
Dental Officer; This week Capt. Grenier 
leaves us to join the Westminsters. We're 
sorry to see you go Doc and don't forget 
to ·drop in any tiine you are down this way. 

A .tamiliar figure left us this week when 
capt. "Dunc" currie started his journey to 
Canada. "Dunc" will be greatly missed and 
our best wishes go with him to civvy street. 

A few of our officers returned from the 
Rhine Valley trip this week looking rather 
worn but that's to be expected when you' 
consider the bad roads over which they 
had to travel. ' 

By the way, Effieis come and Effie's go 
but ' the administration still runs smoothly. 

The regimental accounts offIcer cuts 
quite a dashing figure at the Amalfi Club 
these nights. Strange how Ainsterdam was -
so quickly forgotten ! ' 

THROUGH THE KEYHOLE 
To those who ,may th~ that the sWf 

at Mickey Welsh's are making a little on 
the side, I'd like to say. "Where is you're , 
proof". I am sure- that you are only 

. speaking Jrom hear say. Get wise every 
guy behind that bar is as honest as the day 

'. 

is long, there isn!t one wp'o h~n't been 
with the unit for some time, if any of their 
characters were' to be doubted, I am sute 
that they wouldn't have been appointed to 
the job. 

In aprevious issue we asked those guys 
who lug their respective bundles of charms 
to our movie showings to . kindly put a 
muzzle on them. They haven't taken the 
hint. Now here's a suggestion. Why not 
have one of our efficient. R.P's provided 
with a torch and when these Dutch Dam
sels begin to make any noise, pin-point 
them . with the torch. A warning at first 
and then the bounce;-

Anyone desiring to send past copies of 
the "Bay News" to friends at home, can 
obtain 'same at this office. 

Strange as it may seem, this is all the 
beefs and grief that we have for the week. 

FLASH ! ! !! Imagine the surprise of a 
certain individual when he sent his · driver 
to the Transport Office for a civilian 
release form and said driver came back 
with one for an infant. We wonder if he 
used it ? ? ? 

The Sargent's Corner 
When the Wiff comes rolling back from 

his brief bit of'rest in Blighty, he's going 
to find that his reputation as the "Blackout 
Joe" has been badly shaken. At least one 
member (And I could name a couple more 
if pressed) ' has made a determined effQrt
,to dethrone the little champion, and from 
all accounts, can really do a spectacular 
spin... ' 

Or that glamorous little gal who hails 
from Delfzijl, I!-nd who happens to be regu
lar in the Mess who proudly exclaimed for 
all and sundry to hear; "Isn't it wonderful 
the way my little boy always has his piC
ture in the paper! !" 

For the past week or so we've been 
trying to find out wether Harvey Morrison, , 
that indomitable type-writer artist from 
the BOR, intends to become . a first-rate 
citizen of the Netherlands, or return home 
to teach that same language . to the 
ignorant...... One thing is rather definite, 
the young fella can certainly toss the 
lingo around ... Dag! ! ! 

We understand that four of the members 
were recently invited to o~ of the shindigs 
at the Perth's Sgts. Mess dances... and 
they attended. Also we can say that they 
enjoyed themselves all the way ... No and 
we don't know how far an the way is ... 
Far enough I suppose. Row-de--dah! ! 

The pace is exacting a stiff tOll... an 
that's putting it mildly. To ' sit in the 
Mess and offer such redoubtables as we 
have the benefits of half a bottle of good ' 

cont. page 8 
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" CHATTER FROM CHARLIE 
What certain Sgt. used his influence with 

the CSM to stay back in charge of the 
rear party, while the company was touring 
Germany. 

Bouquets to Pte. Sangster, who tied the 
Knot on his last U.K. leave. Another good 
man has fallen by the wayside. 

Question? ?? How did pte. Cormier 
break his glasses. We the Boys, wouldlike 
to hear the story he told the M. 0 ...... . 

Who was the pte. ~ the Coy. who liked 
fraternization so much that he decided to 
remain with those German frlllUlines for a 
couple of days. 

All of the Coy would like to convey our 
heartiest congratulations to CSM Hawkins 
on having been awarded the M.M. for an 
all round good show. 

To all recent promotions we would like 
to say, "Great going boys, you deserve 
them". 

REPAY. BEEFS 
Last week we thought we had written 

our final article en repatriation but during 
the past feVi days some ·points have been 
cleared up which we should like to pass 
on to you with the hope that they may 
relieve the congestion of confusion. in the 
minds of all concerned. From the · Maple 
Leaf a couple of weE,!ks ago we learned 
that in some few cases personnel procee
ding to Canada did not have the required 
number of points to warrant their going 
back so . early. This was due to the fact 
that 2nd Echelon, who prepare all these 
drafts, were working day and night or
ganizing drafts for repat, the Pacific 
Theatre and Occupation Forces, not to 

.. BAY·NEWS·· 

Divisions. This was done to give the 
greatest concession to long service person
nel and at the sanie time show a certain 
degree of consideration to the infantry. 
Naturally the infantry had borne the brunt 
of all the battles with a high cost in ca
sualties and the result that most fighting 
units are now mainly made up of low point 
personnel. If the cross posting had conti
nued, then the final draft for Canada 
would have been made up mainly of front 
line men, which would not have Qeen a 
very fair method of repayment for , their 
services. 

The paramount question of course is 
"when do we move" but due to the many 
factors involved, it is not possible to give 
a definite answer. Incidentally, Canada has 
at present four troop carriers, Isle de 
France, Louis Pasteur, New Amsterdam 
and coverted aircraft carrier, the total 
capicity of these four being approximately 
20,000 men. Apart from this there is always 
the possibility of small numbers getting 

.lifts on other ships. During the month of 
September transportation was good in Oc
tober and November that will fall off to 
some extent, due to the tact that British 
prisioners of war from Japan will be fer
ried from Canada to England on these 
ships, with the result that they will take 
longer to turn around and consequently not 
make so many trips. This movement should 
be completed in Novemberand then an 
increase in movement to Canada will 
follow in December. 

As a point of interest, those of you who 
have seen Canadian Newspapers lately 
may have read where our Prime Minister 
has made a trip to Washington and is 
expected in . London shortly. This may not 
have any bearing on our getting home 
more quickly but repatriation is the talk 
of the day in all Canadian circles at present 
and it will be interesting to watch the 
result of his visit. In any case we should 
make up our minds that we may be here' 
until the end of the year, then we shall 
not be disappOinted. 

G. B. L. 

Cont~ from page 7 

The Sargentis Corner 

mention the divisional and unit cross
postings and its ordinary every day task 
of administration. Then again there is al
ways the possibility of an unexpected 
allotment of shipping space for perhaps Scotch Whiskey absolutely gratis, and to 

have them wince and turn it down is 
from 50 to 500 men, which must be taken flabbergasting to say the least. But, it has 
advantage of immediately. With such an happeiled! It seems that even these fellas 
enormous amount of administration, mista- have human stomachs after all that's been 
kes were bound to happen but now that said about them...... Good heavens ! 
everyone is more fully acquainted with Things we'd like to know; When Nick 
the work things will run more smoothly first knew that he loved the taste 
and the chance for a repeat of these much of liquor ...... Why a certain member of 
talked about errors much more slim. this Mess hasn't applied for a. transfer to 

the Dutch Marines so he can get stationed 
The cross posting of low point personnel .in Delfzi;iI. .. When Danny MacEachern is 

to Div's going home at last has ' been stop- going to give a speech... When the next 
ped and a new system inaugurated whereby Repat Draft is coming in ...... And that's 
high point personnel will move in between somethin· .. , ...... ain't. it ? 

, Offset·printing Flach. Sneek 
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